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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
BY HAROLD BRUNSKI
Hello PCC Members,
Here we are in October and not much has changed regarding the restrictions that Orange County
has in place so we will continue with the ZOOM meetings for now. We do have some important
things coming up and I would like to encourage club participation.

Since we still have not been able to have in person monthly meetings we have decided to create on-line voting this year.
By now each member that is eligible to vote should have received an email from Ray Marshall and Gene Insley that
contained the ballot. The process is simple and they will announce the official results during the ZOOM meeting on
Wednesday, November 4th.
The Board had a meeting on Sunday, October 11th and made the decision to cancel the Awards Banquet scheduled for
January 2021. We all agreed that this was the best decision for the safety of our members as well as to adhere to the
current California and CDC guidelines.
The 2020 Charity Committee is looking for ideas from you for charities to support. Please submit your idea(s) to
GNVINHK@HOTMAIL.COM no later than October 31st. This will allow the committee time to review the suggestions prior
to the next ZOOM meeting.
Since we will not be having an Awards Banquet this year, the Board is looking into the possibility of having two outside
events once restrictions ease up a little more. By having the events outside we will still be able to practice social
distancing. The plan is to cater both events. Watch your email for more information.
The club has done a great job coming up with drives and other things during these unusual and trying times. During our
last ZOOM meeting Steve Radigan suggested a movie night which I think is a great idea. Any volunteers to organize this?
Sounds like we would just need a parking lot or business space that could be used. If you are interested in coordinating
this event, contact Steve Radigan because he may know of equipment that can be used.
Continue to be safe & please check out the PCC website for meeting details and information regarding upcoming “social
distancing” events.
Regards,
Harold Brunski
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VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
BY RAY MARSHALL

This might just sum up this year.

But wait, we have actually gone places recently. On September 21st Don Wilder took us on a run he called California's
Riviera Coast Cruise. The destination was the Crevier Classic Car facility in Costa Mesa. We also had our annual trip to
Cambria the first week of October. We had 26 folks (12 Corvettes + 1 wine hauler) at the Sea Otter. Hopefully we will
get some articles for these events.
We actually have some events coming up on the calendar. We are going to do a drive to lunch on Monday October 26th
for “Monday Funday”. Nancy and I will lead hungry folks from ex-Fuddrucker’s to the Mess Hall at Tustin Legacy. On
Sunday November 8th we will meet up at a new Cars and Coffee also at Tustin Legacy. On November 20-22 we have a
club racing event at Chuckwalla Valley Raceway. We did this last year, rented cabins at the track, raced, talked too
much. Many other racing event are listed on the PCC calendar at pccvettes.org.
There is another hotel event being looked at for February. More details to follow.
If you have an idea for an event, please let me know.
Always a pleasure.
Ray Marshall
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October & November Celebrations
Anniversaries
Ted & Monica Jung
Harvey & Cate Riggs
Sam & Estela Riela

Oct
Oct
Oct

01
27
29

Chris & Molly Knox
Donald & Patricia Fedderson

Oct
Oct

09
28

Henry & Becky Lewis
Norm & Jackie Deangelo

Nov
Nov

06
22

Jim & Eileen Robinson
Richard & Barbara Block

Nov
Nov

10
27

Birthdays
Linda Seilhamer
Jim Robinson
Robin Woods
Mary Meyers
Jeff Bowman
John (Fish) C. Fischle

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

03
05
07
18
21
29

Marker Wise
Bob Rose
Gina McCue
Mark Smith
Patricia Fedderson

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

04
06
13
20
28

Al Krauza
Alyson Rose
Dave (Arch) Archard
William (Bill) Colvin
John Waltman
Dan Beadle

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

01
06
14
17
18
29

Nancy French
Al LaRoche
Joe Perschler
Ken James
Mona Gantt

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

04
12
14
17
22

Years In Club
Dan & Donna Fost
Sherry Maples
Robert & Linda Kinsella
Andrew & Kathleen Golden
Harvey & Cate Riggs
Dan & Patty Beadle
Eugene & Helga Ralph
Jim Rufus & Carole Deering
Dave & Sue Hennings
Jim & Diane Carter
Al Krauza
Mike & Sheri Corlett
Chris & Molly Knox
David & Gina McCue
Ken & Jill James
Bruce & Deborah Robinson
Bob Kluss & Traci Bernstein
Nancy French
Bob & Connie Ensign

Year Joined

Voted In

2002
2003
2004
2004
2005
2009
2009
2012
2014
2015
2017
2019
2019

10/1/2002
10/1/2003
10/7/2004
10/7/2004
10/1/2005
10/4/2009
10/4/2009
10/3/2012
10/1/2014
10/7/2015
10/4/2017
10/2/2019
10/2/2019

1999
2004
2005
2007
2010
2011

11/01/1999
11/03/2004
11/07/2005
11/07/2007
11/03/2010
11/02/2011

Please note: Birthday, Anniversaries, and Years in Club come from information on the PCC Roster.
If there is an error please contact Ted Sickles to update the information on the roster. Thank you.

Years

18
17
16
16
15
11
11
8
6
5
3
1
1
21
16
15
13
10
9
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AL KRAUZA’S 2020 C8 CORVETTE STORY
BY AL KRAUZA

On July 30, 2019, I joined the other PCC Members at Simpson Chevrolet to inspect the new
2020 Corvette C8.
As I was a very satisfied owner of a 2015 Corvette Z6, I had no intention of purchasing a new
Vette until I sat behind the wheel… It was LOVE at first site.

I ordered a Torch Red C8, Z51. 3LT, that day, and received
delivery on September 11, 2020
(14 months later). The Z06 was the fastest and best built
Corvette I have ever owned (4 to date) with 650 HP and a
Supercharger, the car did everything I asked it to do…. Until
the C8 was delivered.
The best way to explain the difference is:
The Z06 was like a Hot Rod … FAST AND LOUD,
The C8 is like a BENTLEY ON STEROIDS …. Faster 0-60 than
the Z06 (2.8 sec) but because of the
Mid-Engine, Magnetic Suspension, NO Drive shaft and Dual
Clutch Transmission, the car is super-fast, but does not have
the Sound or G-Sensation of the Z06 (Hot Rod) All the noise is out the back.
Since receiving delivery I made the following modifications to the C8:










Replaced Valve Spring at 50 miles
This was a factory noticed warning…. And Simpson
fixed it immediately and in 1800 miles since,
No other noticeable concerns.
3M Clear Wrap on front end and Mirrors
Black (Factory Specs) Ceramic Coated Stripes … front
to back -Black Rocker Panel Ceramic Coated
Rear Z51 Spoiler wrapped black on left and right side
Replaced Z51 Brake Pads (Too much Brake Dust) with
Ceramic Pads (No Dust)
Installing Front Radiator Screens to eliminate road
rocks and bugs
Installing Torch Red Engine cover with hand painted Corvette logo
(Engine cover offered by factory is a dull red)

In summary, this is the finest car I have ever driven, and It attracts a crowd wherever I go. It actually feels really good
to talk about the C8, especially to my Ferrari friends who also love the C8 design. Want to thank Dave McCue for the
great pictures. He says, you cannot take a bad picture of a red C8 with racing stripes.
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Once I complete the Ron Fellows Driving School in November, Kitty and I have many Road Trips planned over the next
few months. The C8 is definitely as comfortable and at home on the Road as on the Tack.
Congratulations Corvette for producing a car that all Corvette Owners can be proud of.
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CAMBRIA OUTING
BY RAY MARSHALL
Nancy and I have been going to Cambria with PCC for the last 20 years. There were 2
years that the club did not make the trip. We are old timers. The trip had been
coordinated by Jim and Peggy Whiteaker for most of the years. More recently Nancy
and I have been coordinating the event. It is a very popular event with the club. This
year all the rooms sold out on the first day I gave the code out. The COVID put a dent
in the event, there were some cancellations for various reasons but we still got 26 people to show up.
There was a bunch of us that started the weekend by
meeting at the Citrus Café in Tustin and caravanning up.
Our trip up took us north on the 405 to a rest stop at the
Encino Golf Course. One benefit of the pandemic is that it
only took us one hour for the first leg of the trip. Any time
you can get through the LAX area in reasonable time it is a
good time. The next leg of the trip took us to the Padaro
Beach Grill in Carpinteria. This restaurant is about
another 1 hour drive and is by the beach just off the 101.
The seating is mostly outside and there was no problem
keeping our social distance. The third leg of the trip took
PCC Members ready to caravan to Cambria
Bob S., Nancy & Ray, Howard & Barbara, Harvey & Cate,
us over the hill on Highway 154. This is a very nice drive
Gary & Joanne, Susan & Peter. (Sandy S photographer)
and also about an hour long to get to the emergency stop
at Doc Burnstein’s Ice Cream lab in Arroyo Grande. After eating too much it was on up to Cambria. This leg is
very nice drive along the coast on the 101 and then PCH. We arrived at the Sea Otter Inn well fed and ready to
start socializing. First order of business for me was a beer. That was closely followed by a backup beer.
This year we had some differing approaches to get to the hotel. Steve and Donna Walling came in from
Modesto where they now live and Gene and Vickie Insley came in from Petaluma after visiting with their
daughter’s family. Howard and Barbara Foss made the trip in from Bullhead City and joined the caravan. Our
usual travelers Dan and Patty Beadle who live in Incline village near
Lake Tahoe did not join us. Some nonsense about a grandchild being
born in Florida. We missed them. They are usually good at organizing
wine runs. Wine runs were a challenge this year because most of the
wineries were either closed or had limited opening. This did not stop
people from going to wineries. But without adult supervision it was
good that Judy Nunn and Nancy French drove up in Nancy’s new SUV
because those cases of wine would not have fit in Nancy’s Vette. Pete
and Susan Dolbee drove up in their new C8. It must have been hard to
drive with the big smiles on their faces.
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The weather for the trip was “interesting”. Most of the time when you were on PCH the temperature ran
between 100 and 103. As soon as you made the turn onto Moonstone Beach the temperature dropped about
30 degrees. When we went to see the elephant seals it wasn’t even cold. Maybe it was a bit chilly. Some
years it was very cold at the viewing area. We did not encounter any forest fires on the trip but as the rest of
California burned we got some strange red sunsets.
P a g e | 10

One of the changes that happened due to the “rona” is that the
Moonstone Beach Grill now has takeout. So after a full day of driving and
eating it was good to be able to walk down to the grill and get some crab
cakes and chowder and go back to the room to eat. Speaking of eating in
the land of COVID, most of the Cambria restaurants have provided outdoor
seating for their guests. The Moonstone closed their parking lot to cars
and had many tables out there along with their usual patio dining. On
Main Street, areas of sidewalks and street parking were taken over by
tables and chairs. At Linn’s their back parking lot was closed and full of
tables and chairs under canopies for the diners. There did not seem to be
any indoor dining. Nancy and I had two dinners at the Moonstone and
breakfast at Linn’s and the food and service was wonderful. All of the
outdoor areas also came with heaters.

OK, that takes us on to day two. As in the past, the hotel
provided picnic breakfasts for the guests. After breakfast it was
time for lunch. We once again took the pleasant drive to the
Pozo Saloon. It is a very nice drive to the middle of nowhere.
This year we did not lose anyone.
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Steve and Donna had to stop for gas but did find the
saloon on their own. Most of the eating area at Pozo’s
is outside at picnic tables. There is plenty of room to
social distance from those rowdy Corvette drivers that
seem to show up every year. The food there is great
and the beer works also. Across the road from the
saloon we noticed a barn find Desoto sitting under a
tree. Maybe someone will restore it before it is one
again absorbed by the earth. On the way back to the
hotel down the winding country road the group was
slowed by a group of deer meandering across the road.
Momma deer waited patiently by the side of the road
for the fawns to make it across.

October 2020

Peter & Susan Dolbee,Davie Yeates & Chrissy, Walt & Vicky
Kovacs, Don & Marianne Wilder, Barbara & Howard Foss, Bob
Savanich, Vickie & Gene Insley, Joanne & Gary Walsh, Ray
Marshall in front. (Sandy S-photographer)

While at Cambria Nancy and I like to walk along the boardwalk the runs along the beach. This year we saw
lots of fog, surfers, driftwood structures and we saw a cute older couple sitting on the sand enjoying the day.

As far as group dinners, all we could do this year was
congregate around the pool area in a big circle for dinner. We
had anticipated this and told the group to bring chairs. Some
folks used the tables and chairs there and some brought their
tables. Our car always has chairs and tables in it because
when we go to places you have to cover all the bases. It
seems that one night a good sized group made the journey
down to the Moonstone for dinner. We went early because
there were lines to get a seat. We could not sit together but
we were within shouting range.
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On Saturday a small group of us took a trip to Linn’s Fruit Bin just for a drive. The Fruit Bin is up in the hills
above Cambria and is part of the Linn dynasty. After a nice drive to the place and strolling around to see what
was there we had to sit for a while and have some pie. They did not have ice cream. While there we saw a
very unusual tree. It had a big trunk and it looked like at some time a branch had contacted the ground and
took root and grew its own tree.

Other side trips that folks took were a drive up to
Ragged Point for food and a drive to Paso Robles
to see the “Sea of Light” display. (Editor Note:
Nancy French finished her Christmas shopping. A
few members visited the Opolo Winery, where
they had lunch. The Dolbees met their daughter's
boyfriend. The Wilders took a care package to
their grandson in San Luis Obispo. It was a very
relaxing event, with some individual activities, as
well as some group gatherings.)

Who are these masked women?
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OK, the stay in Cambria was great but you just have to go home sometimes.
Nancy and I stay an extra day just because we can. It gives me the opportunity
to wave good bye to our friends as they leave.
On the way home we encountered one of our great fears. The rest stop on the
101 in Gaviota was closed. The good news was that they had signs announcing
that it was closed far enough ahead that we could take evasive action and stop
for a rest at the Cold Spring Tavern along Highway 154. The bathrooms are in a
separate building and they had no indoor dining there and outside tables were
out front.
Once again it was a great Cambria weekend. I guess we will try again next year.

One more thing, Peter Dolbee was wondering what kind of mileage our car got
so he could compare it to what his new car got. So I took a picture when we got
home. The trip home was 268.9 miles. It is amazing that our 650 HP car with
automatic transmission got 28.8 miles per gallon at an average speed of 60 mph.

More Cambria Pictures!!!

David and Chrissy at the Sea Chest

October 2020
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Sitting around the fire pits, smoking cigars!

Ray on his private patio, Sea Otter

Moonstone Beach Sunset.
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Walt and Vicky Kovacs did a run to Cayucos to visit Duckie's Chowder House. Lo and behold, Barb and Howard Foss also
came for lunch at this famous seafood stop. Then it was off to Harmony, a first-time visit for the Kovacs.

Getting ready for a glass of wine
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ANOTHER MONDAY MORNING CRUISE
BY DON WILDER
On under a high overcast but otherwise
pleasant Monday morning, twenty-two PCC
Corvettes (and one ‘intruder’) gathered in the
parking lot of the Ayers Hotel in Laguna
Woods for this Monday morning cruise, the
second in less than a month.
One unique thing about this
gathering of PCC cruisers was
the appearance of two of the first three C8 Corvettes in our club. Pete Dolbee was
there with his new silver C8, and Al Kruaza brought his Torch Red C8, both very
beautiful cars. These cars are real attention getters. The owner of the club’s third
new C8, Jim Coticchia, is actually the PCCer to first take delivery of a C8,
according to the article in the September issue of Corvette Waves, but
unfortunately, Jim was unable to make this event. Another unique aspect of this
group was the inclusion in this tour group of a Mercedes Benz. Normally, German
cars would not be allowed as
a part of a PCC tour, but,well
. Dave Hennings only just
recently replaced his silver
2014 Corvette for this
Mercedes for a beautiful
new, white E-450 bi-Turbo
Mercedes convertible. And
for years Dave has been an active and supportive member of PCC,
so sure Dave, come on down and join in.

The cruise took our group through Laguna Canyon, along Pacific Coast Highway through north Laguna, Newport Coast
and Corona del Mar, where traffic and traffic signals made it all but impossible to keep the group close together as
anything resembling a group. The route then followed a slow, short drive along the edge of the Newport back bay
marshlands and on in to Costa Mesa to the destination of Crevier Classic Cars.
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As the crowd of PCC cruisers arrived at Crevier’s facility, Crevier staff member, Frank Chirat, assisted by helping drivers
with parking their Vette’s in an area they had saved for us. We actually had more cars show up than they had expected,
so they had to double-park five or six of the group’s cars.
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Once inside, our host, Bob Wilson, the manager, welcomed the
group into their lounge area, and explained that Crevier Classic Cars
is a facility to garage clients’ classic cars, a museum to display Mr.
Crevier’s personal collection of rare and classic cars and other
automotive memorabilia, and to show their consigned inventory of
client’s special cars for sale.
He was heard to say, tongue in
cheek, that while we were inside admiring their display of fine
automobiles, his assistant, Frank would be outside trying to sell one
or more of our Corvettes.

Our hosts provided water and snack bars for the group and had a gift of zippered carry bags for everyone laid out on the
lounge pool table waiting for us.

Here Al and Kitty admiring one of their very favorite cars in
the display., a baby blue ’57 Ford Thunderbird. Bob Wilson
advised that Crevier has about 100 in this classic inventory,
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Marianne Wilder, here at her first PCC event since retiring
after thirty-three years of work for the same company,
posing by her favorite car in the display. When she
suggested how much she liked little runabout and how much
fun she and her husband could have with this car, she
learned that this car was one of Crevier’s personal favorites,
but it could be had for a mere $60 – 65,000. It seems
everything is for sale for the right price. A bit pricey for a
pretty basic, 60 HP, open air ride.

Here is a shot of Frank trying to
sell to David Yeates a Model A
Ford. Little did he know that
David would never be interested
unless it was a Model B or, better
yet, a classic Chrysler (or Mopar)
product. In the background can
be
seen
Ellis
Delemeter
negotiating with Bob Wilson
about the price of fully restored concourse
condition 1931
Duesenberg supercharged convertible whose asking price is a mere
$1,149,900. (OK, I have to be honest. There were no attempts to sell anything to the visitors. This writer has only
complements and appreciation for the kind hospitality extended by the Crevier staff extended to our group.)

Here’s a couple little questions for the readers. What is wrong
with this picture? One of the PCC visitors was overheard to be
telling Bob Wilson, about this car, “That’s a beautiful MG TC, but
the ???? just isn’t right.” Bob’s response was, “You’re right. It
should be ????.”
What is not right about this car, and what was Bob’s answer?
The name(s) of those who got the right answers will be shared
in a subsequent issue of Corvette Waves.
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OK, what are the current masking/social distancing rules? Could it be that this grouping may not be compliant with
current rules.
A few other vehicles and people seen around the museum.
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Who knew that Remington made bicycles back in the day?
Arch Archard here is taking a picture of the Remington rifle
that is mounted in a holster behind the seat of this Remington
bicycle.
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After most of our group had left, Bob Wilson requested that the following message be passed on to our club.
“Please forward to your members a big thank you from Frank and myself for visiting us yesterday.
We have never had so many Corvettes on site.
It was great to see so many fellow car nuts so enthused about the Corvette, the ultimate American classic sports car.
Please remind your members that if they are thinking about an event, car storage or consignment for sale to keep us in
mind.
I hope the Pacific Coast Corvette Club will be a regular visitor here. www.crevierclassiccars.com”.
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BACK AT THE TRACK
BY BOB ROSE
After the unfortunate loss of my Z06 to a fire on the track on August 16 th, I returned to the
scene of the crime on October 4th with my new 2019 ZR-1 along with Ted Jung and our racing
buddies Jeff Bellitti and Tim Rankin (from Vegas). Most of the PCC group was in Cambria.

There was lots of open track time due to light attendance (Saturday was much busier). All I can say about the ZR1 is
“WOW”. 755 HP and 720 Ft lbs. of torque. On my second lap I saw 168mph at the end of the front straight and tied my
best lap time ever at ACS. It can go faster too but I was just learning the car and really not pushing the limits. Next time
out I’ll take it up a notch, but it already went 3 rd fastest of the day among all participants. The ZR1 is a true supercar. The
experience of driving it is nothing like any other Corvette, even the Z06. I am still getting used to the automatic
transmission too. I tried paddle shifting, but the car is so much faster and more efficient and intuitive if you let it alone to
do its job that I quickly gave up. Another issue I had was the brakes. This is a new car and I completely forgot to
properly burnish the brakes, so they were a little spongy early in the day. It got better as the day went on and I worked
on burnishing between sessions, but any new performance brake system needs proper run-in, and if you have carbon
ceramics even more so.

For those of you who have driven ACS before, or would like to someday, you only have two more chances.
Speedventures has events scheduled at Fontana for November 7-8 and December 5-6. Both days feature open track and
also the autocross layout in the parking lot. We should tee up another autocross day on the 7 th if we get enough interest.
But why only 2 more chances? NASCAR has purchased Autoclub Speedway and they plan to bulldoze the entire track,
including the infield and road course, and build a NASCAR short track. That means we are going to lose the closest and
fastest track to our area next year. It really sucks. Buttonwillow is building a new 2.5-mile track with banked turns and
Chuckwalla has a new track planned too, but they are both hours away. Willow Springs is a good option for a fast track,
but it isn’t Fontana. So, go to Speedventures web site and sign up to drive ACS for the last time ever.

Bob Rose

Catch me if you can......
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IT'S A PIE RUN
BY BOB ROSE
On Saturday September 26th, Sports Car Club of America San Diego Region (SCCA-SDR) held
their first sanctioned road rally. This was a big deal because road rallying has been missing in
SoCal for a very long time. The SCCA Cal Club group in LA holds a first Friday night rally every
month but it’s not widely attended and for us, requires a Friday night commute up to Calabasas.
Pretty much a non-starter for OC residents, but all that has changed now!
Some of you waited too long to try to register and got closed out when the event filled up quickly at 60 cars. As far as I
know, only Bob and Sandy Savanich and myself (along with my son Justin as navigator) attended from PCC. Next time we
have to do better, you all missed a great event.
This rally used what is known as a Monte Carlo format. In this format you know where the checkpoints are from a
mileage standpoint and when you are supposed to arrive. What you don’t know, and have to calculate en route, is what
your average speeds need to be to pass the checkpoint on time. You get a point for every second you arrive at the
checkpoint either early or late. I also had to deal with a 4% odometer error against the rally masters official odo. You also
have to follow the route instructions. Miss a turn and everything gets messy, but it’s part of the fun.
On street SCCA rallies, regardless of format, never ask you to exceed the speed limit. This rally had 27 checkpoints that
mattered and used an app that logged your checkpoint passage very accurately. The route took us all over northern San
Diego county, then up and over Palomar mountain and ended in Julian at the Julian pie company. There were three
classes: expert, novice, and first timers. Most participants were first timers. I was a bit of a ringer. I have had a long and
successful career in SCCA road rallying on the east coast back in the day, but it was my sons first time as navigator. I am
pleased to report that we won the rally overall as well as the expert class. We passed 27 checkpoints with a total error of
44 seconds. That included 10 zeros and 6 one second arrivals. Not too shabby for my first rally in a lot of years. It helped
to have a human computer (my son is an astro-physicist) in the right seat to keep us on time and compensate for my
odometer and speedometer error. If you take out the first 4 checkpoints that we had sloppy times while we figured all
this out, we did the rest of the day with a total error of 19 seconds.
SDR has committed to continuing to put on rallies going forward. For those (30) of you who ran my loops & oops rally a
couple of years ago know, it takes a lot of work to design and execute a road rally, and when you move up to SCCA
sanctioned formats it gets even harder. I will be helping the SDR to design and execute future rallies so this really fun
and safe aspect of auto sports can continue in Southern California. If you are interested in helping, please drop me a
note. Right now, we are hoping to do a holiday themed event if we can get it organized in time.
Our next event will likely be a straight up TSD (Time-Speed-Distance) format. Again, SCCA format road rallies are on
street, safe, and always at or below the speed limit. You are never asked or trapped into doing anything that will get you
a ticket or endanger your car or your passenger. We make sure we do not use dirt roads and everywhere we travel is
“Corvette safe”. Depending on how you do along the way, I cannot guarantee the survivability of your relationship with
your navigator after the rally though.
Please join us next time and participate in this fun and challenging way to enjoy your Corvette.
To learn more about Road Rallying, check out SCCA here: https://www.scca.com/pages/i-want-to-road-rally

Catch me if you can......

Corvette Waves
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PCC CHARITY COMMITTEE UPDATE
BY GENE INSLEY
Have you submitted, or plan on submitting your recommendation as to where PCC should direct
our annual charitable donations for 2020?
The Board has indicated we have $1500 to donate this year and your favorite Charity could
receive a sizable portion – but it takes your submission to participate.
We try to focus our contributions to local charities but this does not eliminate larger national groups as often the awards
can be focused in the Orange County area. We also try to find new deserving charities to minimize dependence.
All we




need from members is:
Name of favorite Charity
Address (we really need this to verify tax exempt status)
A brief explanation of their area of support (just a couple sentences suffice)

2020 has resulted in many new areas of needs with COVID, devastating fires and unemployment putting strains on many
that have not needed help previously. We certainly cannot solve these issues but we can bring a little help to many, with
your assistance.
Please submit your favorite charity to: gnvinhk@hotmail.com.
Thanks,
Your 2020 Charity Committee
Dave (Arch) Archard
Gene Insley
David Yeates

_____________________________________________________________________________________

SCHOLARSHIP UPDATE
BY DON WILDER
No new updates
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OCTOBER & NOVEMBER CALENDARS
Keep Checking For Additions, Postponements And/Or Cancellations

https://www.pccvettes.org
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ALL SERIOUSNESS ASIDE
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Pacific Coast Corvettes is pleased and grateful for the involvement
and support of the following sponsors:

____________________________________

Speed Ventures is a motorsports group operating out of California which has been organizing track
events since 2001. We organize lapping days, driving schools, time trials, and races in California and
Nevada, providing a fun environment to learn the limits of your car and improve your driving abilities.
We offer instruction in performance-driving technique, optional AMB transponder-based timing at all
events, and an opportunity to affordably live your dream of driving your car on a real racetrack. We
can also arrange for race car rentals and professional race-driving instruction.
Our mission is to provide the highest quality track experience for the best value. With safety as a
driving concern, we strenuously work to make our events run smoothly and professionally.
Additionally, we set rigid registration limits to keep traffic to a minimum and maximize your driving
enjoyment.

www.speedventures.com
(323) 973-7744
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Simpson Chevrolet appreciates the affiliation it has with Pacific Coast Corvettes and is proud to be a
club sponsor and participant with PCC and major contributor to PCC’s Scholarship Program. We are
pleased to continue our sponsorship for an additional year, through 2021 and committed to
contribute $1000 to the club’s scholarship fund plus an additional $500 scholarship contribution for
continued excellent college academic performance for previous scholarship awardees.
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Cypher Scientific, the first corporate sponsor of Pacific Coast Corvettes, has been reporting that
MedWand, a device we have been working on for almost three years, has been released to
manufacturing. MedWand is a disruptive medical device that enables a doctor to examine you
remotely, regardless of where you are, or where the doctor may be. It finally puts “medicine” into
telemedicine. You can see it in action at www.medwand.com. MedWand is now in pre-FDA
submission testing and we expect final approval by June. Watch for MedWand to make an immediate
impact in home healthcare, telemedicine, and remote access to quality healthcare.
Along with MedWand’s release, Cypher Scientific is now a partner in Amoled Technical Services. We
have begun producing replacement screens for after-market repair of the iPhone X in our factory in
Korea and have launched sales worldwide. Check it out at www.amoledscreens.com. Another factory,
located in Southeast Asia for the production of replacement screens for the Samsung OLED phones
like the 8, 8+, 9 and 9+ is in planning for later this summer.
We also are proud to continue to be involved as part of the Corvette community through our
sponsorship of Bob Rose’s car in the Wilwood Corvette Challenge series again for the 2021 season
and are looking forward to expanding that sponsorship into the 2021 SCCA Solo and Pro-Solo
Autocross series as well. We are also interested in helping support a multi-car Pacific Coast Corvettes
Racing Team in 2021.
Cypher Scientific’s mechanical and electrical engineering teams can bring your imagined products to
life. Medical, home, automotive, robotic, industrial: What can we build for you
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Greg Glick, A Professional Realtor

Keller Williams Realty
Cell/Text: 949-872-3456
Office: 949-282-0088
Web: PropertyByGreg.com
Email: Greg@PropertyByGreg.com
DRE #01888110








$1000 Donation to the PCC Scholarship Fund for Every Sale or Purchase!
45 years in Laguna Niguel & Expert Knowledge of the Surrounding Cities.
Full Spectrum of Services: Selling, Buying, Investing & Leasing.
Professional Realtor with over 250 transactions completed.
Sold EVERY Home Listed! From $350k to Over $3 Million.
Call Me for a Private Consultation.

Please remember the highest compliment my clients can ever give is the referral of their friends,
family, and business associates. If you know anyone who would
benefit from the level of service I provide, please let them know about me. Thank you for your
trust!
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FINALLY - A NEW EVENT
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